Burton Orgy Has All But Chariots: Baker Hosts Halloween Festivity

Roman Orgy scene at the Burton House party last Saturday night. —Photo by Steve Teicher

Military Officers
Told To Embrace Moral Characters
By Joseph Solomon
Col. William J. Clancy, Commanding Chaplain for the Air University, spoke on the importance of moral character in officers to the Air Force ROTC squadron last Friday in the Bash Room.

Clancy described the conflict between organized religion and atheism as "the greatest battle of ideologies in the history of man." He said that the belief that there was no God was "the most devastating idea to the world." He urged all officers to get in touch with dbscenity. He said that there was no reason why an officer should punctuate his sentences with dbscenity.

Prof. Hartley Is Fellowship Head
Professor E. Neal Hartley of the Humanities Department has been named chairman of the Region I Selection Committee of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.

A Harvard graduate, Professor Hartley has taught history here since 1948. From 1948 to 1956 he was also research historian for the Saguon Ironworks restoration. In World War II he was an officer in the Naval Reserve.

Competition for the 1,000 Woodrow Wilson Fellowships is now under way. Faculty members of universities in New England and eastern Canada have until Oct. 31 to send nominations to Professor Hartley.

Bowen Heads MIT Press
Carroll G. Bowen has been appointed director of the MIT Press. MIT Press is being formed to replace the joint MIT/John Wiley & Sons publishing effort formerly known as the Technology Press.

MIT is now going to assume all publishing functions, including distribution as well as editorial and production services.

Dean Burchard, chairman of the board of MIT Press, explained that the association with John Wiley & Sons had been terminated by mutual consent so that MIT could have an independent university religion and science but will vigorously pursue the erection of a distinguished list of scholarly publications in the social sciences, the humanities, industrial management and architecture as well.

Mr. Bowen came to MIT from the University of Chicago Press, where he had been assistant director since 1950 and, before that, general book editor and manager of the University of Chicago journals.

Mr. Bowen was graduated from Swarthmore College with honors in 1944. He began his career as a college textbook salesman for the Oxidford University Press and then entered the trade editorial department, where he was instrumental in establishing the Galaxy paperback series. He moved to the University of Chicago Press in 1956.

Military Officers set the environment on a military base. "The moral quality of an outfit depends on its commander."

He urged all officers to get in touch with religious organizations on base and "put yourself on exhibition every Sunday morning."

"To sum up," Col. Clancy stated, "all the atomic energy in the world could not drive out evil. Why an officer should punctuate his sentences with dbscenity is more than eight hundred students and teachers to Africa to participate in various work camp and teaching projects in nineteen different countries.

Sikorsky Aircraft
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
WITH THE PIONEER AND LEADING MANUFACTURER OF VTOL AIRCRAFT

See your College Placement Office now for an appointment.
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